
Is your AI system used in one of
the following areas?

No

Yes

Your system is probably not a
HRAIS, but could be a minimal or

limited risk

No

Yes

AI system interaction: transparencyCodes of conduct General principles for AI systems Existing legislation

Is your AI system using one of
the following techniques?

Subliminal or manupulative/deceptive techniques

Exploiting vulnerabilities of specific groups or people

Biometric categorisation systems (except for law enforcement) Social scoring

Risk assessment and profiling for criminal offences Facial recognition databases based on scraping

Emotion inference in the workplace and education

‘Real-time’ remote biometric identification systems (except for some law enforcement practices)

AI system is
prohibitedYes

Significant risk is determined by the combination of its severity, intensity, probability of
occurrence, duration of effects, and its potential to impact individuals, groups, or specific

categories of people
Profiling always represents a significant risk

Health SafetyFundamental rights

AI system is high-risk

Does your AI system impose a
significant risk to one of these

topics?

 Biometric, within EU and national
law

Management and operation of
critical infrastructure

Education and
vocational training

Employment, workers management and
access to self-employment

Access to and enjoyment of essential private
services and benefits

Law enforcement, within
EU and national law

Migration, asylum and border
control management

Administration of justice and
democratic processes

Ex-ante conformity assessment

CE certification scheme Quality management system, subjected to independent audit

Fundamental Rights Impact Assessment

Post-market monitoring 

Human oversight Robustness and cybersecurity measures monitored and updated

Control data input on relevance and representation Report malfunctioning or risks

Re-assessment of Fundamental Rights Impact Assessment

Inform natural personsData Protection Impact Assessment

Your system is probably not a
HRAIS, but could be a minimal or

limited risk

EU AI Act: is my model considered high-risk (HRAIS)?*
*Final text version

Additional obligations that apply in any case

Before  placing the AI system on the market

After  placing the AI system on the market

Prohibited practices

AI system: a machine-based system designed to operate with varying levels of autonomy
and that may exhibit adaptiveness after deployment and that, for explicit or implicit

objectives, infers, from the input it receives, how to generate outputs such as predictions,
content, recommendations, or decisions that can influence physical or virtual

environments

The following AI systems are not considered a significant risk:
the AI system is intended to perform a narrow procedural task; 
the AI system is intended to improve the result of a human activity;
the AI system is intended to detect decision-making patterns or deviations from prior
decision-making patterns and is not meant to replace or influence the previously
completed human assessment, without proper human review; or
the AI system is intended to perform a preparatory task to a high risk assessment.


